
052021   Practice   Plan    ( Practice   Intent:     Ground   balls   Cradling,   Passing,   Ball   Protection,   Stick   Checks )   
  

1)   Passing   (10   minutes):   
Players   find   a   partner   and   line   up   15’   apart   from   one   another.    Pass   the   ball   back   and   forth  
to   get   a   feel   10   -   2   (start   behind   the   head,   release   in   front   of   the   head   and   follow   through)   
remember   to   present   the   target,   watch   and   cushion   ball   as   it   enters   the   head.    Coaches   
correct   passing   and   catching   motions.   Change   hands   half   way   through.   
Object:   to   become   comfortable/warm   up   with   vertical   passing   and   catching   with   both   hands   
  

2)   Stations:   
a)   Follow   the   pass   (8   minutes)   
Players   create   4   lines   behind   cones   in   a   square.    Players   pass   to   their   right   
and   then   run   to   the   back   of   the   line   where   they   passed.    Players   present   stick   
and   call   out   “Ball,   ball,   ball”.    Coaches   in   the   middle   to   lightly   defend   with   stick   
checks   and   poke   checks.   Coach   blows   the   whistle   to   change   direction   of   the   
passes.    (Might   have   a   couple   of   groups   at   same   time)   
Object:   introduce   concept   of   moving   ball   in   offensive   zone   and   rotating   
  

b)   Bucket   Ball   (8   minutes)   
Players   line   up   behind   cone,   and   1   player   (defense)   guards   bucket.    Players   
try   to   get   around   defense   to   put   ball   in   bucket.    After   attempt,   player   becomes   
defense   and   old   defense   goes   back   in   line.    Stress   body   position,   head(s)   up,   
butt(s)   down.    Move   your   feet.    Try   it   without   a   stick   first.   

● Could   also   use   bucket   pairs   and   play   2v2,   3v3   bucket   ball   
Object:   defensive   body   positioning,   offensive   dodging   
  

c)   Give   and   go   shots   (8   minutes)   
Player   takes   a   couple   of   steps,   passes   to   a   coach   or   player   who   then   passes   
back   to   player   on   the   run.    Receive   the   pass   and   shoot.   
Object:   pass/catch   on   the   run   and   shoot   
  
  

Pause   for   Water   (3   minutes)   
  
  
  

4)   Hungry   Hungry   Hippo   (5   minutes):   
Up   to   4   buckets.    Players   scramble   to   capture   as   many   balls   as   possible   to   
put   in   their   bucket.    At   some   point   coach   can   dump   the   bucket   and   force   
players   to   scramble   again.   
Object:   scooping,   moving   in   a   crowd,   dealing   with   adversity   
  
  

5)   Fire   Ball   (10   minutes)   option   if   time:   
Players   in   2   groups   are   assigned   a   number.    Coach   calls   1,   2,   or   3   numbers  
and   players   with   that   number   go   out   to   try   to   pass   and   score.    Coach   throws   ball   up   and   if   a   player   catches   it,   that   team   
gets   a   point,   they   get   a   point.    If   a   pass   is   made,   that   team   gets   a   point.    If   a   goal   is   scored,   that   team   gets   2   points.     
  

Option   -   Shirt   Tag     
Coaches   define   boundaries.   Players   tuck   a   jersey,   shirt,   or   flag   in   their   pocket.   When   coach   says   go,   players   try   to   pull   
jerseys   from   other   players   while   trying   to   protect   their   own   jersey.   If   jersey   is   pulled   out,   that   player   is   out.    Jersey   gets   
dropped   on   the   ground.    Object:   develop   vision,   keeping   object   away   from   defender,   movement   
  

Option   -   Last   Man   Standing   
Coaches   define   boundaries.    Each   player   has   a   ball.    Players   try   to   protect   the   ball   from   other   players.    Players   can   use   
their   hands   to   reach   in   and   tip   the   ball   out   of   other   players   sticks.    If   the   player   drops   the   ball,   they   are   out.     Object:   
develop   vision,   keeping   object   away   from   defender,   movement   
  


